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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Smart maintenance which includes the lean approach is one of the main topics of IN2SMART.
In this context WP10.1 is to provide one building block with respect to the maintenance of track
geometry. The work is based on the results of the lighthouse project IN2RAIL.
WP10.1 will develop the prototype of a Lean Tamping System (LTS), which avoid the premeasurements by using the data measured by inspection cars.
The LTS consist of three subsystems
 Geometrical Measurement System,
 Tamping Planning System and
 Tamping Execution System.
The reduction of relevant process steps is only possible if the interfaces of the adjacent
process steps and flow of information is considered. To ensure that the new systems works as
well or better as the old one, requirements are compiled for the LTS and the subsystems.
Looking at the requirements, two of them are very important as they directly address the
quality and thus the safety of the railway system. They are connected to the question “Where
to maintain and what correction are necessary?” To do the correct maintenance at the right
location the localisation of the inspection car and tamping machine and the reliability of the
measured data are of great importance.
The implementation of the new system in the maintenance process of IM’s is only possible if
the LTS ensures at least the same quality and safety and if it reduces the cost and complexity
of maintenance planning and execution. These aspects are covered by the KPI’s described in
section 7.

1.1 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following tables provide definitions for acronyms and abbreviations and for terms used in
this document.
Definition
KPI

Key Performance Indicator

GMS

Geometry Measurement System

LTS

Lean Tamping System

TPS

Tamping Planning System

TES

Tamping Execution System

LCC

Life Cycle Costs
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Definition
HSE

Health and Safety Environment

TRC

Track Recording Car

HSL

High Speed Line

CL

Conventional Line

1.2 DEFINITIONS AND TERMS
For a better understanding of this deliverable some terms are explained in this sections.
Pre-measurements
The terms “pre-measurements” or “pre-run measurements” mean the measurements that are
performed after track inspection to provide data for the tamping machine.
Accurate to shape
The term “accurate to shape” means that the measured track geometry represents the real
track geometry in the valid wavelength range. In contrast, cord measurements do not
represent the real track geometry and are not accurate to shape.
Fix points
The term fix points or “fixed points” is used for reference points for absolute measurements
(e.g. reference points on catenary poles or other kind of reference points with known and
controlled coordinates).
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2 BACKGROUND
Often the inspection and maintenance processes for the track are not directly connected.
Inspections are carried out in defined intervals to ensure a safe operation of the trains. The
inspection results are than used to identify sections which need to be maintained. Depending
on operational conditions and national standards additional pre-measurements are necessary
to prepare the tamping activities. These pre-measurements must be carried out one to twelve
weeks in front of the tamping. This means, the precise inspection data are not used in the
maintenance execution itself.
An integrated inspection and maintenance system which directly uses the inspection data to
identify the need for maintenance and to prepare the tamping activities is therefore of great
opportunity as it will avoid the pre-measurements and thus significantly reduce the cost and
possession time.
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3 OBJECTIVES
The objective of task 10.1 is to develop the prototypes of a LEAN inspection and tamping
process which avoids pre-measurements. The “direct” use of inspection data to determine the
work of the tamping machines is the key issue and the innovation. The work of task 10.1
includes
 Detailed analysis of actual used pre-measurements and their interfaces to maintenance
machines and relevant process steps
 Development of technologies, evaluation tools, measurement equipment and quality
management system to overcome the pre-measurements and to ensure required quality
 Improvements of the inspection car and tamping machine used for the prototypes
 Test and validation of the prototypes on test sites
 Assessment of integrated process with respect to quality, capacity and cost
To eliminate the process step “pre-measurement” the inspection and perhaps the tamping
process must provide the information gathered normally by the pre-measurements in identical
format and quality.
The deliverable D10.1 is now to describe the requirements and KPI’s for the improved
inspection and tamping process. Starting point of task 10.1 and this deliverable is the work
carried out in the lighthouse project IN2RAIL [I2R2017].
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4 DESCRIPTION OF INSPECTION AND TAMPING PROCESS
State-of-the-art of inspection and tamping process has been described in the deliverable D6.7
of IN2RAIL. The chapter 4.1 provides a short review of the process description in Netherlands,
Germany and Spain according to the deliverable IN2RAIL D6.7 [I2R2017].
The transition from IN2RAIL to IN2SMART involves a new partner SNCF from France in the
project. As the process of inspection and tamping is slightly different, the chapter 4.2 gives a
more detailed description of the current process in France.

4.1 REVIEW
SPAIN

OF

IN2RAIL

RESULTS

– PROCESS

IN

GERMANY, NETHERLANDS

AND

In general the inspection and tamping maintenance process can be described by five main
tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inspection of track geometry,
Evaluation of inspection results and decision about maintenance sections,
Pre-measurement (depending on operational conditions like maximum line speed),
Tamping planning, which includes evaluation of pre-measurements and definition of
tamping parameters and
5. Tamping execution.
Figure 1 show these steps of the tamping process, the underlying methods and the results.

Figure 1: Inspection and maintenance process
Inspection of track geometry is performed by the track recording cars. The measurement runs
are carried out in train-free periods and provide the basis for the maintenance decision.
If the amplitude of track geometry deviation is near or above the maintenance threshold,
tamping of track is necessary. This threshold depends on operating conditions and varies for
different European railways.
The pre-measurement is carried out to get the real track geometry level, which is the basis for
preparation of input data needed by tamping machines. It can be performed by special track
IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I
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surveying car, by manual track surveyor’s equipment or also by the tamping machine itself.
The execution of pre-measurements comprises relevant cost and possession time, which
could be near the same magnitude as for the tamping execution.
The last task of the process is the tamping execution. During this operation, the tamping
machine restores the track geometry, based on data from pre-measurements.
4.1.1 Track geometry inspection
The track geometry inspection is carried out by track recording cars. There are different track
geometry recording cars in Europe, with different measurement systems form various suppliers
and different maximum measurement speeds.
Most of them use one of the following measurement principles:
 Chord-based measurement system, which measures the track geometry at three points
along the chord-length of the recording car. As the transfer function of chord-based
measurements is not constant over the wave length of the track geometry defects, the
measurements must be corrected for more reliable measurement results.
 The Inertial measurement system uses a gyroscopic platform as a reference plane. It is
therefore able to measure the real relative track geometry (“accurate to shape”) and to
record longer wavelengths than the chord-based system.
Track recording cars, which are used for track geometry inspection in Germany, Netherlands
and Spain, are:
 RAILab (Germany), with maximum measurement speed 200 km/h
 UFM120 (Netherlands), with maximum measurement speed 120 km/h
 Seneca (Spain), with maximum measurement speed 300 km/h
These track recording cars use inertial measurement systems. A short description about their
working principles is given in IN2RAIL deliverable D6.7 [I2R2017].
4.1.2 Defect analysis and maintenance planning
After the track geometry inspection, the second process step doesn’t take place in the field.
This step includes analysis of measured track geometry data, decision about tamping sections
according to the track geometry defects and planning of tamping and necessary connected
operations.
In the evaluation of inspection results track geometry parameters are compared to
maintenance thresholds. The thresholds depend on operating conditions and vary for different
European railways. The threshold limits according to regulations at DB (Germany), ProRail
(Netherlands) and ADIF (Spain) are given in the deliverable IN2RAIL D6.7 [I2R2017].
In general three or four threshold levels initiate the following actions:
 Monitoring of further track geometry development
 Planning of long-time tamping activity (preventive)
 Planning of short-time tamping activity (corrective)
 In case of exceeding the safety limits: immediate tamping execution or speed reduction
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After the decision about tamping execution in certain track sections, the planning of
maintenance activities can start: planning of pre-measurement activity, ballasting and tamping
execution (inclusive planning of necessary possession times).
4.1.3 Pre-measurement
For maintaining the track geometry it is necessary to undertake pre-measurements before
tamping execution. This type of measurement is required for preparation of the tamping data
and necessary to restore the required track geometry like lifts and lateral movements of
sleepers.
It can be done by manual surveying equipment or by special track surveying cars or trolleys.
The performance varies as the pre-measurement is in the responsibility of the respective
country and national railways.
Manual track surveying has a slow measurement speed and requires people on track but can
be done in train-free periods. Special track surveying cars and trolleys record the vertical and
horizontal track position in one pass. The absolute track position is calculated by the using
absolute measurements on reference points on masts (fix-points measurements).
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of different methods for pre-measurements.

Pre-measurement by tamping
machine

R

Information below is applicable for Plasser
& Theurer machines. Chord measurement
tamping machine. Measurement is
recorded in a .MES file
Parameters measured:
-

Level
Alignment
Cant

0

Possession
needed.

time

Speed reduction on
adjacent track.

Used

Production

Track possession and
consequences
adjacent track

People in track (no
safety staff)

Technical details

Relative absolute

Method and Picture

Table 1: Methods of pre-measurements

Speed
appr
15 km/h.
Measuring
before
tamping,
in
same
possession as
tamping.

Som
etim
es

Corrections
computed
by
ALC
Automatischer Leit Computer (on tamping
machine).
Among others, these results are stored in a
‘.VER’ file.
Faults up to 60m wavelength can be
corrected.
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Smoothening
machine

with

tamping

R

Fault reduction

0

system tamping machine. Only effect on
shortwave faults.

Working direction

No possession time
needed.
No
consequences
for adjacent track.

Parameters measured:

This is no pre
run
measurement.
It is during
tamping.

Som
etim
es

Amount track
possession
shifts
pre
tamp
alignment/Ta
mping shifts =
1/1.

Ofte
n

Amount track
possession
shifts
pre
tamp
alignment/Ta
mping shifts =
1/1.

Ofte
n

Maximum
measurement
speed of 12
km/h

Ofte
n

None, it is not a pre run measurement.

After tamping

Before tamping

Manual surveying tools (relative)

R

Connecting high points. Only correction for
level. No pre tamp alignment in horizontal
plane (only smoothening)

2

-

Level, relative to a line (dotted line in
picture)
Cant

Speed reduction on
adjacent track

Input for tamping machine: Correction
values in mm written on the track every 5
sleepers.
Manual surveying tools (absolute)

A

Bolts on catenary poles are fixed points.
Distances from bolts to track are known.

2

Drawings with designed geometry (“soll
lage”) on it: Chords with versine every
10m.

Possession
needed.

time

When adjacent track
is in service, a safety
guard is needed,
combined task, no
extra staff.

Parameters measured:
-

time

When adjacent track
is in service, a safety
guard is needed,
combined task, no
extra staff.

Parameters measured:
-

Possession
needed.

Level
Alignment
Cant

Input for tamping machine: Correction
values in mm written on the track every
10m.
Faults of all wavelengths are covered.

Track surveying by EM-Sat

A

The track surveying car is a self-propelled
railway vehicle for automatic measurement
of vertical and horizontal track position in
one pass.
The car consists essentially of three units:
the track recording car (EM), the satellite
trolley (SAT) and the measuring unit for the
reference points and fixed points.

3

Possession
needed.

time

When adjacent track
is in service, a safety
guard is needed,
combined task, no
extra staff.
Speed reduction

The measurement is based on laser chord
projected between the satellite trolley and
the actual recording car.
Measurements performed by EM-Sat are:
-fix-point measurement (reference points
on masts)
-absolute track level / position
-ballast profile
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Surveying tools, absolute. Total
stations often combined with
Trolley

A

Small sample distances possible (0,25m or
smaller)
Faults of all wavelengths are covered.
Accuracy 6mm (excluded the fixed points
deviation).
Parameters measured:
-

x,y,z coordinates
Cant
Gauge

2

Possession
needed.

time

When adjacent track
is in service, a safety
guard is needed,
combined task, no
extra staff.

Slow
measuring
speed.
In
maintenance
mostly used
for transition
to non-ballast
track
constructions
(bridge).

Som
etim
es

Correction values are made by calculating
differences between measurement and
designed track.
Tamping machine input by Amberg
software and/or contractors own software.
A ‘.VER’ file can be made for Plasser &
Theurer machines.

Based on the methods outlined in the table above, pre-measurements are applied to national
railways as described in the following sections.
Germany
Pre-measurements performed by track surveying car EM-Sat are mandatory on tracks with a
maximum speed greater than 160 km/h. On tracks with lower speeds the pre-measurement
can be done by track surveying trolley or by manual track surveying. The difference between
surveying with EM-Sat and surveying with trolley is in the load of measurement equipment.
EM-Sat measures the track geometry with loading like the train load and the trolley
measurement is practically without loading.
On tracks with maximum speed less than 80 km/h it’s allowed to execute the pre-measurement
with tamping machine, too.
According to the DB regulations, the pre-measurements should be done 8 weeks before the
tamping operation.
The track surveying car EM-Sat has a maximum measurement speed of 12 km/h. looking at all
measurement activities during a shift the average measurement speed is about 2 to 5 km/h.
Measurements performed by EM-Sat are
 fix-point measurement (reference points on masts, with separate equipment),
 absolute track position and
 ballast profile.
The absolute track position is calculated in combination with fix-points measurements. This is a
necessary step to prepare the data needed by the tamping machine. In the post-processing of
measurements the EM-Sat prepares uplift and shift values for tamping operation. Values in the
tamping data set are given at distances of 5m.
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As the real measurement speed is in the range of the tamping speed the pre-run
measurements comprise relevant costs and possession time.
Netherlands
There are no ProRail regulations which describe a pre-measurement method in a specific
situation. The maintenance contractor can choose a method.
The railway infrastructure owner provides information to the maintenance contractors about the
position (km) of the curves, transition curves, straight lines and cant, but neither nominal x,y,z
positions of tracks usable for tamping nor reference mast pole positions are available for
maintenance services.
Track possession time is in most cases approximately 5 hours. The need for extra ballast
before tamping is determined visually by people outside.
The feeding of tamping machines with correction data is done by a data set, which contains
the corrections in mm for level, alignment and cant with a sample distance of 1m. In most
cases, next to this data, also information of the designed track layout (arcs, transition curves
and cants) is needed.
Spain
General practice in primary lines and high speed lines is to perform the pre-measurement
using a topographic network of reference points (“fixed points”) as a base for the topographic
work. However, since said network has more often than not been left to deteriorate,
measurement cannot be considered absolute, merely relative to said “fixed points”. The
topographer will, in each case, seek the reference point (“fixed point”) that is closest to the
defect and expected to have experienced the smallest settlement.
Pre-measurement usually takes a whole maintenance period, with the topographer and two
assistants performing the work. Traffic is strictly forbidden in both measured and adjacent track
while workers are on site. Calculations to transform topographic data into tamping information
usually take a single day of work and are performed during traffic hours. Thus, defects may be
corrected the following maintenance period.
Due to budgetary restrictions and reduced requirements, secondary conventional rail lines
usually skip the topographic survey step.
4.1.4 Tamping execution
The tamping operations can be done by different types of tamping machines for track. There
are machines on the market which only tamp the track and universal machines for tamping of
track and switches and crossings. The performance speed of tamping machines varies from
type to type and goes up to max. 2.8 km/h for a four-sleeper tamping machine.
There is one measurement more taking place on board of tamping machine: chordmeasurement with different chord length and partition, depending on the type of tamping
machine. This measurement will be carried out during the tamping and is necessary to control
and approve the tamping quality. If necessary, this measurement system can be used for premeasurement on tracks with low maximum track speed. The measurement speed is about 10
km/h.
The positioning of tamping machine is sufficiently accurate, without GPS-technology as well,
because the tamping operation runs with low performance speed from mast to mast.
IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I
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4.2 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROCESS IN FRANCE
Many elements described here under can be found also in the processes in Netherlands and
Spain [I2R2017]. The maintenance process of the track geometry of conventional lines is
similar to the one in the Netherlands. The maintenance process of the track geometry of High
speed lines is similar to the one in Spain. On the whole, the steps of the process: inspection,
pre-measurement and tamping are also in use by SNCF. Nevertheless, there are huge
differences between conventional lines and high speed lines in the measurements means, the
tamping techniques, and the time intervals of the maintenance process.
Table 2: Summary of the tamping process in France
Measurement

Pre-measurement

Tamping

HSL

Measurement every
15 days with IRIS
320, using geometric
and inertial devices.
Confirmation of the
anomaly.

Topographic survey
(manual, or with Mephisto
trolley or tamping
machine): x,y,z and fixed
points measurement,
maximum 8 days before
tamping.
Calculations for computing
the tamping values.

Pre-run to position the
tamping machine relatively
to the topographic survey.
Tamping in strict absolute
basis

CL

Chord measurement
every 6 months.
Confirmation of the
anomaly and tamping
planning.

Pre-measurement by the
tamping machine in the
same possession,
computing the tamping
values

Absolute

Visual inspection, several
days before tamping.

Relative

4.2.1 Track geometry inspection
Conventional lines
The track geometry is inspected every 6 months by track recording cars. There exist several
types of TRC, the most common being “Mauzin” car, but the track geometry can also be
inspected by UFM 160, and SIM car by Eurailscout. The measurements are performed at
100km/h for SIM and UFM 160, whereas Mauzin car can reach 200 km/h, and thus can insert
into the commercial traffic. In Mauzin cars the track geometry is measured by four wheelsets
inserted above the car, between the two usual bogies, which can move laterally and vertically
to detect the track geometry defects. Therefore, the measurement is performed by the chord
technique, using the difference of alignment of the wheels of the vehicle. Mechanical devices
in the cars are added, such that the car body cannot move and is used as a reference for the
track geometry measurement. The position along the track is measured by odometers. On the
other hand, the measurements carried out by UFM 160 and SIM are made by a laser profile
device using an inertial measurement system.
IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I
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Figure 2: Mauzin track recording car
Five track geometry defects are measured: longitudinal level, alignment, twist, cross level, and
gauge defect. Those track geometry defects are given directly by the measurement device, for
wavelengths between 2m and 16m. Longitudinal level and alignment on an extended length
can also be measured for wavelengths between 16m and 65m for track circulated at more than
160 km/h.
High speed lines
The track geometry is inspected every two weeks by the high speed train IRIS 320. IRIS 320 is
a train that has been modified and equipped with sensors for the inspection of the high speed
lines. It monitors at the same time track parameters, catenary parameters, and signalling
parameters. It can run at 320km/h and thus to insert into the commercial traffic. Track
geometry defects are measured each 25cm.

Figure 3: Measurement train IRIS 320
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In order to measure the track irregularities, IRIS 320 measures the distance between a bogie
of the train and the rails. The distances are measured using two laser cameras fixed under the
bogie.
For the measurements of the track irregularities, the curvilinear abscissa is measured by an
oedometric wheel. Each time the recording train passes over a localization sensor on the track,
the measured curvilinear abscissa is manually corrected.
IRIS 320 is also able to measure the track geometry defects with longer wavelength (between
15m and 70m). Moreover, an embedded inertial measurement device enables to measure
track geometry defects with a wavelength until 200m. Those defects are taken into account for
passenger’s comfort at high speed.
4.2.2 Defect analysis and maintenance planning
Conventional lines
The measurements are stored in a database with their time stamp and their position, reported
each 25 cm. The track geometry parameters are compared to two thresholds, L1 and L2, to
decide for a maintenance intervention:
Under L1: no maintenance intervention planned, except in some particular sections if needed.
Between L1 and L2: maintenance intervention planned in the annually of monthly planning.
Above L2: short-term corrective operation to be planned for avoiding rapid track degradation
and a slow-down of the train running speed.
Moreover, to follow the degradation of the track geometry, track geometry defects are
compared to three threshold values:
 Alert Value (VA), which refers to the value that necessitates monitoring or taking
maintenance actions as part of regularly-planned maintenance operations,
 Intervention Value (VI), which refers to the value that requires short term maintenance
action,
 Slow-down Value (VR), which refers to the value above which the speed limit for the
trains is lowered to guarantee the comfort and the safe operation of trains.
When a track geometry anomaly is detected by the TRC, it has to be confirmed by the track
workers during a walking inspection. The walking inspection is used to locate precisely the
anomaly and to establish a diagnostic. This diagnostic helps to find the root cause of the track
geometry defect and to plan the most relevant maintenance intervention. For example, if the
track geometry defect is due to a missing rail clamp or to a track hole, further work than
tamping is necessary to fix the anomaly. The need for ballast is also visually estimated during
the walking inspection. After the anomaly confirmation, a tamping intervention is planned. For
conventional lines, tamping intervention planning falls under annual maintenance planning, or
monthly planning for urgent interventions.
High speed lines
The track measurements are also reported in a database, which is used by track engineers to
plan a maintenance intervention. As well as conventional lines, track geometry values are
compared to the three threshold values VA-VI-VR. When an anomaly is detected, it has to be
confirmed by a walking inspection. Once confirmed, a maintenance intervention is planned.
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For high speed lines, tamping operation usually fall under weekly maintenance planning.
Actually, in order to guarantee a good quality of the track geometry in high speed lines, some
tamping machines remain available for short-term maintenance operations.
4.2.3 Pre-measurement
Conventional lines
Two types of tamping are performed on conventional lines:
 Tamping in relative basis: tamping is done relatively to the measured track geometry,
for which there is a marking on the track during a walking inspection. This marking
indicates the tamping values and the position of the defect.
 Tamping in absolute basis, for which the pre-measurement is performed by the tamping
machine in the same possession than the tamping operation. This operation usually
lasts between 15 and 30 minutes. The tamping values are computed from this
measurement using the computer of the tamping machine. This pre-run is also used for
precise positioning of detected defects.
High speed lines
For high speed lines, the tamping is done on a “strict absolute basis”, which means that the
tamping values are computed relatively to the nominal position of the track. In that case, the
measurement of the track geometry in x, y, z position is needed, and also its relative position
to reference masts used as fixed points. This measurement requires a one-night long
possession time.
Several means are used for this pre-measurement:
 Manual topographic survey
 Mephisto trolley (measurement with laser cameras)
 Tamping machine equipped with an additional device
Correction values are made by calculating differences between measured and designed track.
Calculations are made using the commercial software Toporail during traffic hours and usually
take a single day of work.
The pre-run measurement has to be performed the nearest possible from the tamping
operation, 8 days being the maximum time interval between the pre-measurement and the
tamping operation.
4.2.4 Tamping execution
During this operation tamping machines restore the track geometry using the tamping values
given in input data. In the case of tamping in absolute basis, they also use the track design
data. Different kinds of tamping machines are used, depending on the number of sleepers they
can tamp simultaneously, the way they move, and if they can tamp S&C or not. In any case,
the tamping machine has to run a first time without tamping in order to locate itself correctly on
the track, relatively to the measured track geometry, using its own oedometric measure.
Tamping is done at a speed of approximately 2 km/h.
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Conventional lines
In conventional lines, as said before, tamping can be done in a relative basis or an absolute
basis. In relative basis, the track geometry defects are approximately reduced by 75%. It only
effects on short-wavelength defects. In absolute basis, the tamping operation is computer
aided using the pre-measurement performed by the tamping machine. Long wavelength
defects can be corrected. This kind of tamping is used in track circulated at more than 160
km/h and at some particular sections.
High speed lines
In high speed lines the tamping is done in strict absolute basis, in order to get the nominal
track geometry back. Several runs of the tamping machines could be necessary. The track
geometry is measured by the tamping machine using a device on the rear of the machine, in
order to check the tamping quality.
The tamping machine performs a mechanical sweeping to remove ballast grains from the rails
after the tamping. In high speed lines, a tool is available for measuring the ballast profile and
estimating the needed ballast. Otherwise the need for ballast is estimated visually. Actually it is
compulsory to have at least a 10cm high ballast layer under the sleepers after the tamping
operation. After tamping the track is stabilized by a dynamic track stabilizer, with a speed of
1km/h.
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5 BASIC SYSTEM DESIGN
Within IN2RAIL task 6.6 ‘High Performance Tamping’ (Leader: DB, SR, Eurailscout,
ACCIONA) research was done on the state of the art of existing tamping methods, previous
project AUTOMAIN and the experience of partners. A set of requirements and a technological
outline for an improved tamping method were established [I2R2017].
This work is being continued in IN2SMART work package 10.1 with the objective to develop a
prototype of a Lean inspection and Tamping System (LTS) which provides the necessary data
for the tamping machine to eliminate pre-measurements.
In this chapter, the LTS is defined as a process with input and output. The start of the “lean
inspection and tamping process” is defined as a measurement run done by a track recording
car. The output of the process is defined as a tamping machine run.

5.1 LTS PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The LTS is visualized in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. The top level (System
Level 1) is formed by The Lean Tamping System (LTS). General and top level requirements
will be linked to this level.

Figure 4: Lean Tamping System – process
The LTS is divided in 3 subsystems (System Level 2):
Level 2.1 Geometry Measurement System (GMS), which includes the track inspection /
measurement using a track recording car (TRC) and the post-processing of the data. The GMS
shall deliver a complete, accurate and reliable set of data in terms of continuous data for track
geometry without gaps and measuring failures. Considering the Track Recording Car, both
“chord based measurements” and inertial measurements “accurate to shape” are to be taken
into account.
Furthermore, the positioning accuracy is critical, as the positioning accuracy of the tamping
machine needs to be aligned and to meet geometry quality standards. To achieve the required
accuracy either reference points, GNSS and IMU recordings with aid of post-processing
software or other methods can be used. A quality check of positioning and measurement data
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for detection of gross failures/errors/gaps is needed considering the actual route of the track
recording car.
Level 2.2 Tamping Planning System (TPS), which includes development of tooling to
support tamping decision making and software to convert data of the measurement train into
the data format for the tamping machine (uplift and shift), which shall also be adjustable for
different types of tamping machines. It shall be noted that LTS is used for tamping execution;
for long term planning previous measurement runs shall be assessed (trend analysis).
Level 2.3 Tamping Execution System (TES), being the tamping execution by the tamping
machines, for which improvements are needed in the localisation accuracy.
Last but not least, at third level (System Level 3) is defined: 3.1.1 Track Recording Car (TRC)
and the 3.3.1 Tamping Machine run. At this level, detailed requirements for the Track recording
car and the tamping machine run are determined.

5.2 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
To achieve the objectives the following developments are needed:
Development for Geometry Measurement System


Improvement of position and measurement accuracy of track geometry data (postprocessing). Data time-stamping and hardware trigger based synchronization for
corresponding measurement and positioning data. Clear identification of failures and
gaps in measuring and positioning data (incl. routing) by quality control processes. postprocessing of positioning data with fusion of recorded additional sensor data, and GNSS
correction data

Development for Tamping Planning System:




Development of tooling for decision making by the infrastructure manager and software
for data conversion and calculation of tamping values on tamping machine software
Development of software to convert track recording car data into TES data. Depending
on the tamping machines and track recording cas different tools are necessary.
Development of software to create (virtual) synchronisation points for TES. To avoid
localisation errors during tamping runs, (virtual) synchronisation points can be added to
the data for the tamping machine.

Development for Tamping Execution System:


Improvement of positioning of tamping machine and adjustment to reference points.

After the development of the subsystems, a validation of the total system needs to be done.
The next step will be -a field test with The Lean Tamping System (LTS).
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5.3 RELATION TO OTHER WP’S
The developments within IN2SMART work package 10.1 are part of a consistent and holistic
approach to asset maintenance by improving the reliability of the railway system and reducing
recurring maintenance costs.
Optimization of (the whole process of) track geometry maintenance is considered of major
importance to guarantee safety, availability and ensure durability of the rail infrastructure and
lower costs.
Regarding track geometry, the following work packages are directly related:
WP4: Track geometry monitoring
Development of prototypes of integrated monitoring systems which can be used on in service
trains to monitor track geometry. The data can be used to improve track degeneration models
and optimize maintenance intervals. Monitoring data can be used as input for decision making
for maintenance and for quality checks e.g.
WP10 is working on inspection cars, improving the accuracy and the positioning of the
measurement data. The data collected by inspection cars can be seen as complementary of
the monitoring data (see WP4). Results about positioning can be shared with WP4, extending
the accuracy of monitoring systems.
WP7: Open Standard Interfaces
Current railway products and solutions use supplier proprietary interfaces for maintenance
purpose. Some industry sectors have since many years already established harmonized and
standardised open interfaces for maintenance data.
WP7 will reduce the amount of proprietary interfaces and make maintenance data more
transparent, secure and reliable. It will build on existing international standards, such as ISO
13374 and identify how and where legacy railway systems can map or migrate to it.
The envisaged interface between the measuring car and the tamping machine is typically
subject for such a standardisation action. First step should be to create a demonstration and in
a second step these results can be used, in the context of WP7, for a standardisation action.
WP8: Data mining & predictive analytics
The objective of WP8 is to identify, design and study the most suitable Data mining and Big
Data analytics approaches, for extracting information and knowledge from datasets (small to
huge sizes). Among others WP8 is to develop prediction models, which are very useful for
maintenance planning. Within this work package, track geometry is one of the use cases which
can provide input data.
In particular, task 8.1 and 8.3 will process the data in order to detect anomalies and to predict
the track geometry degradation. Task 8.2 of process mining may help improving the data
quality for measurements of track geometry, using event logs and data analysis. The data
assessment and enrichment performed in WP10 could be an input for WP8.
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WP9: Condition and Risk based Maintenance Planning
The objective of WP9 is to design and study a generic framework for the decision-making
process when planning maintenance and interventions, which is an important functional block
of asset management in railway infrastructures.
In the Lean Tamping System process a step “Tamping decision” is defined. In order to make
the right decision, the framework of WP9 can be used to create a more efficient and effective
operational process. WP9 is focused on a generic framework for decision-making, WP10 will
assess asset condition short before the moment of work order execution (red line in Figure 5).
By creating this link, the WP9 planning process will stay the same except for the last minute
condition assessment. Besides this, a more detailed assessment could take place quite some
time before execution in order that the engineering & planning of the work order could benefit
from WP10 outcomes (dashed red line Figure 5).

Figure 5: In2Smart planning framework

In a nutshell, WP10 will make the link between WP4, 7, 8, and 9 regarding the track geometry
use case. It will notably provide inputs to these WPs, processing data in an improved way,
such that the whole track geometry maintenance process will be improved. Figure 6 below
summarizes this approach.
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Figure 6: Relation between WP10 and other WPs
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6 REQUIREMENTS
6.1 UPDATE OF IN2RAIL REQUIREMENTS
Basis for the requirements on Lean Tamping Process is elaborated in the IN2RAIL deliverable
D6.7 [I2R2017] with the associated requirement matrix [I2RReqMat]. These requirements have
been collected and analysed in the group of IN2RAIL task 6.6 partners (DB, Strukton
Rail/Eurailscout and Acciona) and consider the situation in three EU-countries – Germany,
Netherlands and Spain.
In the first step of WP 10.1 the requirements list defined within IN2RAIL has been distributed to
three additional railway companies (IM organisations), which are new partners of In2Smart
WP10 – TRV, NR and SNCF in order to identify possible open points according to other
(national) standards.. They have reviewed and commented the requirements list and have
provided input on relevance of requirements and differences in their national processes (see
appendix A).
Because the requirement matrix of IN2RAIL contains sometimes double formulations of the
same requirements and a lot of possible solutions for complying to the requirements, is was
necessary to make the prioritisation of the very important requirements on the new process.
Therefore, in the second step, all partners of WP10.1 have been asked to make the
prioritisation lists of the most important requirements (without solutions) from their point of
view.
After the prioritization of all partners, DB and Strukton Rail arranged a workshop for
discussion, summarizing and rephrasing of all important requirements on the new lean tamping
maintenance process, which should guide the developments in WP10.1.
Prioritisation from the project partners and the additional comments from TRV, NR and SNCF
have been considered during the process of redefinition und update of the requirement list for
WP10.1.
New definition of the requirements is done using a system engineering approach and the basic
system design as described in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata..

6.2 REQUIREMENTS BREAKDOWN
For the requirements break down, the description of the system design for the new tamping
process and its elements has been used according to Errore. L'origine riferimento non è
stata trovata. and to the LTS process description in section Errore. L'origine riferimento
non è stata trovata..
The requirements breakdown is divided into the following levels and sublevels:
Level 1 – Top level requirements on the Lean Tamping System (LTS)
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Level 2: Requirements on the three sub-systems of LTS:
2.1 Geometry Measurement System (GMS)
2.2 Tamping Planning System (TPS)
2.3 Tamping Execution System (TES)
Level 3: Requirements on the elements of the Sub-systems:
3.1 Track recording car (TRC)
3.2 Post-processing of recorded data
3.3 Quality check and reporting
3.4 Tamping maintenance decision
3.5 Data convertor
3.6 Tamping preparation tool
3.7 Tamping machine

6.3 REQUIREMENTS ON THE NEW SYSTEM DESIGN
6.3.1 Requirements on Lean Tamping System at top level
The following table summarizes the requirements for the overall system (LTS). All the
requirements listed here refer to the level 1 of the system, which is shown in Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata..
Table 3: LTS Requirements
Req. ID
1.
1.1.

1.2.

1.3.

1.4.
1.5.

Requirement Definition

Remarks

Lean Tamping System (LTS)
The System will be developed for
The LTS shall enable data from measurement
tamping machines. Other tamping
trains to be used for preparation of tamping
methods like tamping equipment and
data, without pre-measurement
manual tamping are not in the scope
The LTS shall be based on existing track
geometry inspection systems like
Other measurement trains and
IRIS 320 (France)
principles are currently out of scope,
RAILab (Germany)
but a European wide solution is in
UFM120 (Netherlands) or
scope of WP10.1
Seneca (Spain)
The LTS shall be designed such that the
Critical to achieve In2Smart goal of
difference in position of measurement and
lean tamping.
tamping is less than 0.5 m (maximum 1x
Critical success factor - quality gate
sleeper distance)
The LTS shall be designed such that it tamps
the track geometry accurate to shape.
The LTS shall be designed with a reliability of
100% with respect to track geometry and
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1.6.
1.7.
1.8.

positioning.
The LTS shall be designed such that input for
the tamping machine can be provided within
72 hours
In the future the LTS shall enable tamping to
be executed within 7 days after measurements
The LTS shall report results of each process
step at different views

72 hours between measurement and
tamping data output
At the moment there is a human step
(IM) inbetween
Quality report

6.3.2 Requirements on subsystems of LTS at level 2
The following tables summarize the requirements for the subsystems of LTS at level 2 (GMS,
TPS and TES).
Table 4: GMS Requirements
Req. ID

Requirement Definition

Geometry Measurement System (GMS)
The GMS shall deliver a complete, accurate
and reliable set of data in terms of continuous
2.1.1.
data for track geometry without gaps and
measuring failures, as input for preparation of
tamping data in maintenance track sections.
The GMS shall substitute missing (positioning)
2.1.2.
information
The GMS shall asses the reliability of
2.1.2.1. positioning based on available infrastructure
map data
The GMS shall check the quality of track
2.1.3.
geometry data

Remarks

2.1.

2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3

Using IMU and/or auxiliary
positioning systems (fix points)
Check on visual errors and coverage
/ missing information

The GMS shall identify measuring failures
The GMS shall determine the data gaps after
post-processing
The GMS shall highlight automatically the
sections with measuring failures and/or
measuring data gaps

Decision about need to repeat
inspection should be done by
human.

Table 5: TPS Requirements
Req. ID
2.2.

Requirement Definition

Remarks

Tamping Planning System (TPS)
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2.2.1.

2.2.2.

2.2.2.1

2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4

2.2.2.5
2.2.2.6

The TPS shall convert data of the
measurement train into data for tamping
machine, which shall be adjustable for
different types of tamping machines.
The TPS shall be able to process data both as
a chord measurement and as a measurement
"accurate to shape".
The TPS shall enable the use of absolute
track position on fix-points / reference points to
prepare tamping data
The TPS shall be able to take into account
local constraints
The TPS shall provide smooth transitions to
fixed points and constraints
The TPS shall enable decision making by IM

NR comment: applicable for
Stoneblower and System 7
(hydraulic tamping)

open point for further development,
to be discussed

Example: Influence on constraints
and track geometry output
requirements

The TPS shall provide information about
designed track geometry
The TPS shall support calculation of the
required amount of extra ballast
Table 6: TES Requirements

Req. ID
2.3
2.3.1.
2.3.2.

Requirement Definition
Tamping Execution System (TES)
The TES shall be able to report the tamping
quality
The track geometry deviations after tamping
execution shall meet EN 13848-3
requirements or national standards

Remarks
fix-points or alternative possibilities
to control the tamping quality

6.3.3 Requirements on subsystem elements at level 3
The following tables summarize the requirements for subsystem elements at level 3.
Table 7: TRC Requirements
Req. ID
3.1.
3.1.1.

Requirement Definition

Remarks

Track recording car (TRC)
The TRC shall be designed such that
malfunctioning is reported after the
measurement run
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3.1.1.1. The TRC shall know its position according to
the actual routing
3.1.1.2. The accuracy of the recorded track geometry
parameter shall meet the EN 13848-2
requirements and additional national
standards
Table 8: Tamping machine Requirements
Req. ID
3.7.
3.7.1.

3.7.2.

Requirement Definition

Remarks

Tamping machine
The starting position of tamping machine shall
be within +/- 25 cm of calculated starting point
of TPS
The tamping machine shall be able to position
Requirement to be checked during
with an accuracy of <= 10 cm on starting
the project
points of transition curves
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7 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Key performance indicators (KPI’s) are important to evaluate the success of the work in S2R.
As WP10.1 is to develop only a prototype the KPIs will address (also) business targets to
evaluate the economic or operational benefits. If the prototype or project reaches these targets
the implementation or professionalization is a straight forward process.
For a Lean Tamping Process a system shall be developed that avoids the pre-measurement
which is necessary for restoring the track geometry (tamping). Depending on national
requirements and local conditions like maximum speed, pre-measurements are necessary.
These measurements are carried out manually or with special measurement trains in front of
the maintenance activity [I2R2017]. The KPIs therefore are only defined for the tracks where
pre-measurements are necessary. On the other hands if the Lean Tamping System is
developed and implemented, the approach can be applied on all tracks, which increases at
least the quality of maintenance for the whole network.
KPIs should follow the SMART approach which means the measure has
 a Specific purpose,
 is Measurable,
 Achievable,
 Relevant for the organization and
 must be Time-phased.
Table 9 summarizes the KPIs of the work in Task10.1 which are extracted from the top-level
requirements for the LTS.
Table 9: Key performance indicators
KPI
LCC of track
Availability of track

Value
Reduction of 25%
Increase of 30%

Level of Railway System
safety

Same level

Maintenance quality

Same level

Process complexity

Reduce number of steps and
communications by 10%

Health and Safety
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7.1 LCC OF TRACK
In the case pre-measurements are required for the maintenance of track geometry costs for
pre-measurements are in a similar range as the cost for tamping. The Lean Tamping System
will avoid these costs and therefore will provide economic benefits. But on the other hands
investments are necessary to improve the track recording cars, to develop software, to
improve tamping machines and to train the stuff or to implement the system in the business of
IM’s.
These investment costs are very important for the decision to implement the LTS. LCC is
therefore the adequate method to look for the economic benefit in a defined time horizon.
The KPI is therefore to reduce the LCC about 25% in a time horizon of 25 years.

7.2 AVAILABILITY
Looking at the different parts of possession time in the maintenance process, it can be seen,
that the pre-measurement carried out by trains needs similar possession like the tamping itself.
The LTS will therefore reduce the necessary possession time for pre-measurement.
The related KPI is to increase the availability about 30%.

7.3 QUALITY AND SAFETY OF THE RAILWAY SYSTEM
Safety of the railway system is a fixed requirement and mandatory if we want to implement a
new product or process. With respect to the TPS this means, that this system has to ensure a
safe operation of the railway for all boundaries. As the railways do not have values for the
safety or risks, the new process or system has to be compared with the old one.
The KPI is to provide the same safety level of the railway system measured by risk analysis
and quality.
This KPI includes the requirement that the TPS has to ensure the same track geometry quality
after tamping operation like the existing process.
The related KPI is to provide at least the same track quality measured by track recording car.

7.4 PROCESS COMPLEXITY
The lean analysis carried out in the EU project AUTOMAIN [AM2011] shows the high
complexity of the tamping process. For planning, scheduling and execution lots of steps and
communications within the different departments are necessary.
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Figure 7 shows as a result of AUTOMAIN the
hand-off diagram at NR, which shows the
necessary communications during the tamping
process.
The reduction of the complexity is important to
integrate the LTS in the maintenance planning
and execution and to ensure the acceptance
and successful migration.
The related KPI is to reduce the number of
steps and communication by 10%.

Figure 7: Hand-off diagram for tamping
at NR

7.5 HEALTH AND SAFETY
Independent of the methods used for pre-measurements, workers are in the track to carry out
and to secure the measurements. As the Lean Tamping System is developed, it will eliminate
these pre-measurements and reduce the number of workers in the track.
The KPI is therefore to reduce the number of workers in the track.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
The Lean Tamping System, which is the target of WP10.1 will directly use inspection data for
tamping execution. This will avoid required pre-measurements and thus will increase
availability of track and reduce maintenance cost.
The Lean Tamping System is divided into the three subsystems
 Geometrical Measurement System,
 Tamping Planning System and
 Tamping Execution System.
To avoid pre-measurements several requirements must be fulfilled which are described
together with KPI’s in this deliverable.
Looking at the different requirements for those subsystems, two of them are very important
and challenging.
 Localisation of inspection and tamping and
 Reliability of inspection data.
The requirement with respect to localisation is that the deviation of localisation of inspection
car and tamping machine is less than 0.5m. This is less than a sleeper distance and ensures,
that the correction of the track geometry will be done at the right location.
For the inspection system 100% reliability is required. But this does not mean that the
inspection car has to measure all tracks without measurement failures or gaps but that it has to
detect and indicate measurement failures due to technical defects or if the speed is below the
minimum speed. Depending on the achieved results new measurements may be necessary to
fill the gaps.
Requirements are much higher if the system must restore the track geometry with respect to
the absolute position of the track than to tamp relative. This is often a question of the maximum
speed of a line.
To implement the Lean Tamping System in the maintenance processes of IMs the system
must provide at least the same maintenance quality and has to reduce cost and process
complexity. These aspects are covered by the KPI’s which address although availability and
health and safety.
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10 APPENDIX A - REQUIREMENTS
The following tables show the requirements and solutions, which are worked out in IN2RAIL
[I2RReqM]. In contrast to the original tables, the comments and contributions of NR, SNCF,
Thales and TRV are included in four columns, which are yellow marked.
.
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Req. ID
new

Level

1

1

1.1

2

1.1.1

1.1.1.1

1.1.1.2

1.1.1.3

3

4

4

4

Title

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Requirements on track
geometry inspection
system
Positioning accuracy and
reliability
Possible positioning
accuracy between 0,1 m
and 0,5 m by means of
using GNSS and additional
measurements with IMU
and wheel counter in postprocessing

Required positioning
accuracy for recorded track
geometry data on the kmaxis along the track

Positioning accuracy on
straight track line and in
curves with large radius

Positioning accuracy on
transition curves and curves
with small radius (start point
and end point)

Capability to substitute
outage areas of GNSS

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Required positioning
accuracy on straight track
and in curves with large
radius is between 30 cm
and 60 cm (0,5 to 1 x
sleeper distance)

Positioning on transition
curves and curves with
small radius on the km-axis
has to be as accurate as
possible (with maximum
positioning accuracy of 10
cm or less)
Idea for accurate positioning
of start and end points of
curves: marking of points
and detection by video
recording during inspection
(eventually use of RF-ID
technology)
There are areas without free
sight to satellites. The
system has to substitute this
missing information.

Sampling distance for
positioning data using
GNSS technology is usually
25 cm

NR in Agreement
with this

in agreement

contract +/- 5m in
km-post and +/2m absolute
SWEREF 99

Is there a graduated
scale based on the
speed?

in agreement, but
keeping in mind
that the track
position could
change between
two
measurements,
and that the same
position of the
train does not
necessarily
correspond to the
same track
geometry defect

contract +/- 5m in
km-post and +/2m absolute
SWEREF 100

UK does not use
virtual transitions

in agreement

ok

Start signs of curves are
fixed on sleepers, sleeper
positioning accuracy
important

Why the granularity?

State of the art is that
Inertial Measurement Units
(eventually in combination
with wheel encoder)
substitute within limits
missing GNSS information.

NR in agreement,
issue would be the
interval between the
reference points

yes, +/- 10 m

Critical to achieve
in2smart goal of lean
tamping.

the track position
and the train
speed can be
used to substitute
missing
information too
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Level

Title

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

1.1.1.4

4

Consider precautions for
critical areas.

Precautions on technical
level (e.g. coverage of
GNSS reference stations)
and/or operational
guidelines (mitigations)
have to be considered for
highly accurate system
operations.

1.1.1.5

4

Position accuracy of
measured irregularities

0,25m accuracy of
measured irregularity
(regardless if it is on straight
or curved)

4

Odometer deviation of
measuring car

Compare odometer on
wheel with length calculated
from post processed GPS
positions.

1.1.1.6

1.1.2

3

1.1.3

3

1.2

2

1.2.1

3

Assessment of reliability
for positioning

Use of infrastructure map
data for assessment of
reliability for positioning

Auxiliary positioning
system for the detection of
gross errors, positioning
failures

Auxiliary positioning
system(s) sacrificing
accuracy to achieve
reliability shall be used to
detect gross errors and
system failures in
positioning.
Thus, when the GNSS
position falls out of the
auxiliary system
measurement ± precision
interval, said position would
likely be wrong.

Measurement data
accuracy and reliability
Required accuracy of
recorded track geometry
parameter level, alignment
and cant

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Required accuracy for
recording track geometry
parameter according to EN
13848-2

Assumptions

TRV reflection

Critical areas like railway
routes without free sight
(e.g. tunnels), or high
multipath environments are
affected by systematic
errors for absolute
ok
positions. Minimum
distance to GNSS reference
stations determines
standard error for absolute
positions.

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Issue about
approach to tunnels
- would need some
other means of
location in tunnels.
E.g. fixed points in
tunnels

see previous
comment

ok

???

agree

ok

NR in agreement comment that would
need to double
check location
accuracy

agree

ok

Depends how good
the infrastructure
map is - might
compromise the
design solution

the track position
might be different
from the position
given by the map.
Maybe compare
with the previous
measurement

Network model and
(adequate for the
process) accuracy
relative to real
infrastructure is
critical.

ok

What's the likelihood
error in position depends on
communication with
the reference
system. Need some
mitigation for this
scenario

agree

Positioning
requirements must be
solution agnostic,
GNSS is a valid
approach but is a
solution. Better to
define accuracy and
reliability?

NR in agreement

agree
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1.2.1.1

Level

4

Title

Accuracy cant, Alignment.
Level

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
For delivery of usable chord
measurements a measuring
car must meet limits for D1
and D2 of EN13848-2. For
cant also limits EN13848-2.
Reproducibility limits for
chord lengths of tamping
machine are not available
as far I know and can be
made.

1.2.2

3

Output of recorded track
geometry data accurate to
shape for preparation of
tamping

Recorded track geometry
data accurate to shape (with
frequency range D1 and
D2, eventually D3 ?) are
required for preparation of
tamping data

1.2.2.1

4

Use of GNSS technique as
input for shape estimations

To check how good GNSS
technique can substitute
input for shape estimations

1.2.3

3

Reliable recording of all
track geometry data with
required accuracy

1.2.3.1

4

Operational speed limits

1.2.4

3

1.2.4.1

4

Clear identification of
measurement failures and
measurement data gaps

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Reliability of all required
track geometry data,
independent of the time of
day, weather, topographical
conditions, velocity,
structures and traffic on the
track
Determination of speed
limits for data quality for
inertial measurements of
track geometry cars
Track sections with
measurement failures or
missing measurement data
have to be identificated
during the inspection
measurement
Idea for identification of
measurement failures:
comparison of actual track
inspection data with
inspection history (possible
in post-processing)

Assumptions
Is applicable for the relative
method (means imitating
chord measurement of
tamping machine). Wave
length ranges of D1 and
most part of D2 are approx.
in same range as covered
wave lengths of chord
measurements of tamping
machine

TRV reflection

ok, TRV D1=125m

?

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

NR measure
vehicles do not use
this process (Ian
Dean)

Strukton energy
absorption method
would be difficult for
NR to adopt. Track
recording vehicle
wouldn't know what
the geometry is
NR in agreement
What is meant by
substitute input for
shape estimations?

Current company
standards would
deliver this

Low speed has negative
impact on data quality for
track geometry cars inertial
measurements

ok, in contract

Operating speed?
NR should be ok
with this one

agree

ok

Question of low
speed or drop out need to be identified
early on - NR
currently part of post
processing

agree, low speed
measurement has
to be anticipated

ok

Think post
processing would be
a good stage to get
rid of

Is this valid to the
in2smart proposed
lean tamping
process?
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1.2.5

Level

3

1.2.6

3

1.3

2

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.2.1

1.3.2.2

3

Title

Availability of continuous
recorded data for intended
maintenance sections (for
preparation of tamping)

Availability of redundant
measurement systems
(geometric & inertial) for
data quality (congruence)
check
Requirements on reference
for absolute track geometry
position
Reference of actual track
geometry level to reference
points (relation to
designed/nominal track
geometry level)

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

Assumptions

TRV reflection

SNCF reflection

how recorded data
could be
continuous?

Continuous recorded data
(without data gaps and
measuring failures) have to
be available for preparation
of tamping data in
maintenance track sections

ok

Reasonable
assumption - would
the process use
previous data to infill
gaps - NR couldn't
sanction this, from a
design point of view
May depend on how
frequent the
measurement is
Want to understand
the proposed length
of missing data and
what would happen
with infill data

If possible, both inertial and
geometric inspection data
should be recorded
(optional)

ok, contract

NR in agreement

ok

NR does not work in
this manner except
for absolute track
geometry and fixed
position monitoring,
tight clearance
locations

According to regulations,
DB has to keep reference of
actual track geometry level
to reference points (relation
to the designed/nominal
track geometry level)

3

Required accuracy for
absolute position of
reference points

4

Actual used reference
points at DB: fix-points on
Accuracy for "absolute"
masts with accuracy +(-) 25
position of fix-points on masts
mm, on distance 50-70 m
(mast distance)

ok

4

Accuracy for absolute
position of reference points
with GPS-signal (new
installed net of "track
geometry control points" at

ok, but all have to
be adjusted to
reference system
for the designed
track geometry

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

NR reflection

Required for
referencing of
locations, but,
requires accurate
network model as
well to link to
reference points.

ok

New installed reference
points net at DB: "track
geometry control points"
with GPS-signal, with
accuracy +(-) 10 mm, on

Thales reflection

This is in effect,
absolute track
geometry - would
only apply to West
Coast/high speed
lines currently
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1.3.2.3

1.3.3

DB)

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
distance every 4 km

Using of infrastructure
location data base (map) as
reference

Using of infrastructure
location data base (map) as
reference

Proper maintenance of
reference points

Absolute track geometry
requirements are not
applicable in absence of a
well-maintained fixed point
network

Level

4

3

Title

1.4

2

Data time-stamp

1.5

2

Time span between track
geometry measurement run
and delivery of data

2

1

Requirements on the
process "inspection maintenance planning tamping"

2.1

2

GNSS-Post processing of
positioning data and track
shape

2.1.1

3

Inclusion of all available
and all required data in the
determination of inspection
data positioning

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

All recorded data (both
position and inspection)
should have an
associated timestamp, so
that inspection and
position data are
redundantly related
All recorded data shall be
available for postprocessing within 48 hours

Assumptions

TRV reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

-

ok

Needs to be a
corporate decision
regarding adoption
and implementation
of a fixed point
network
agree. The
timestamp should
be relative to the
inspection time
(and not to the
data processing or
data storage time)

ok

New requirement
SNCF

ok

Inclusion and consideration
of GNSS-data, IMU, wheel
counter, position of
signalling equipment in
track, position of start- and
end-points of curves etc.
for positioning as accurate
as possible

NR reflection

Stoneblower/System
7?

This should
include a step of
diagnostic of the
track geometry
anomaly to plan
the most relevant
maintenance
operation.

ok
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Level

Title

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

Post-processing has to
assure the minimum quality
of required positioning
accuracy

2.1.2

3

Quality of positioning
accuracy

2.1.3

3

Matching of positioning /
measurement data to track
shapes

2.1.4

3

Post processing delay to
achieve required accuracy
in positioning data

2.2

2

Quality check of
positioning results

3

Precise positioning output
"Precise" positioning
from post-processing must
within "reliable" positioning be checked for gross errors
uncertainty interval
by comparing it to reliable
auxiliary positioning system.

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.3

3

2

Positioning and timestamp
concordance

Quality check of track
geometry inspection data

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Assumptions

Option: It is possible to
match measure red lengths
with track lengths
Positioning data with
required accuracy can be
calculated in a postprocessing step and be
available for the step of
evaluation of inspection
data

For any pair of km-axis
positions, timestamp of the
farthest to origin must
always be posterior to
timestamp of the closest

TRV reflection

ok

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Does this only cover
longitudinal
positioning?
Ultimate desire that
post processing
would be required however, accept that
this requirement
would depend on the
accuracy required
for your locations
Explore whether
post processing can
be negated by real
time data correlation
to be removed to
post processing as
comment?

Thales reflection

As enabler for
trending over time.
(4.2.6)

ok

Possible: 72 hours after
inspection

ok

72 hours limits how
quickly you can
respond - NR
wouldn't be able to
get tamper in within
72 hours

This step should
be automated, to
decrease the time
delay for the data
processing

ok

ok

positioning can be
compared with
wayside beacons,
or with the train
position according
to its speed.
Proposed as "high"
as this could be a
method to validate
lean approach to
tamping?
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Level

Title

2.3.1

3

Quality management for
identification of measuring
failures

2.3.1.1

2.3.1.2

2.3.2

2.3.3

Assumptions

TRV reflection

ok

4

Idea: Matching of
measurement data to
nominal/design and
estimated effective track
shapes could be a part of
quality management

ok

3

Coherence comparison
between different
inspection measurements.

Where available, geometric
and inertial inspection data
should be compared for
coherence, questioning the
reliability of defects
registered by only one
measurement system

3

Determination of track
sections with measuring
failures and inspection data
gaps

4

3

2.4

2

2.4
3

Comparison between actual
track inspection data and
inspection history

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Because of the
track geometry
degradation, it is
necessary to
match the
measurements
position before
comparing them

Yes please!

It is assumed that inertial
measurements are a
consequence of train
response to geometric
defects.
ok
It is also assumed that
appropriate models to relate
both exist or shall be
developed

Final determination of
inspection data gaps can be
done after post-processing
of positioning data and after
detailed quality check of all
available inspection data
Decision about need to
repeat inspection
Decision about repeat of
measurement for closing of
inspection for track
inspection data gaps can be
sections with measuring
done after inspection data
failures and inspection data
evaluation and is dependant
gaps
of gap length and
maintenance necessity
Closing of inspection data
gaps
High speed tamping
doesn't allow data gaps
Closing of inspection data
For the purpose of
This is requirement is
gaps for the purpose of
evaluation of track quality,
important for inspection, not

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

NR reflection

ok

Idea for identification of
measurement failures:
comparison of actual track
inspection data with
inspection history (see
requirement 1.2.3.1)

2.3.4

2.4.1

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
Installation of quality
management system for
automated identification of
measuring failures

agree for vertical
defects. It seems
to be more
complicated for
lateral defects

ok

ok

Does this imply data
management
process is not
already automated?

the most relevant
inspection mean
should be decide
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Title
inspection / evaluation of
track geometry quality

2.4.2

3

Closing of inspection data
gaps for the purpose of
maintenance

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
inspection data gaps can be
closed by predictive
(prognostic) values of track
geometry (max length of
gaps ?)
For the purpose of
maintenance (preparing of
tamping data), inspection
data gaps have to be closed
by repeat of inspection
measurement or by prealignment measurement
with trolley-equipment (e.g..
Amberg trolley)
Only small (short)
inspection data gaps can be
closed by pre-measuring
with tamping machine
during a maintenance shift.
Conditions: max length of
gap <= chord length of
tamping machine; only 1 or
2 gaps during the
maintenance shift in the
night can be closed in this
way)

2.4.2.1

4

Possibility for closing of
inspection data gaps by
tamping machine

2.5

2

Consideration of fix-points
measurement

3

Consideration of absolute
track position on fix-points
for preparing of tamping
data

Use of absolute track
position on fix-points to
achieve optimum tamping
data (with known relation to
nominal / designed track
level)
Use of absolute track
position on fix-points to
control the tamping data
and to assure the tamping
quality (with known relation
to nominal / designed track
level)

2.5.1

2.5.2

3

Consideration of absolute
track position on fix-points
for quality check of
tamping operation

2.6

2

Consideration of
constraints

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

This changes the
role of design
preparation prior to
tamping because
tamping machine
would only be
smooth lining the
measurement
How long is the gap?

this can only be
done if the
tamping machine
can calculate the
tamping values by
making the
difference
between the
measurement and
the track design

Thales reflection

for tamping

Possibility for closing of
inspection data gaps by
tamping machine depends
on track speed and required
quality

yes, already in use
in french HSL

ok

ok

verification between
pre and post
measurement data NR would like this
Trust the data
coming off the run is
accurate

agree. Or maybe
the verification that
the planned
tamping has been
achieved, by
comparing pre and
post tamping data,
is enough.
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2.6.1

3

2.6.2

3

2.6.2.1

4

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
Information about
constraints due to structures
on track (bridges, level
Consideration of
crossings, platforms etc.),
constraints during
due to km-discontinuance
preparation of tamping data or due to catenary etc. have
to be available and
considered during
preparation of tamping data
Specific points (bridge
abutments, tunnel portals,
ballasted to slab track
Consideration of fixed and
transitions) may not be
floating geometry
tamped and are thus "fixed".
These should be considered
during tamping data
generation
Untampable points should
be accurately positioned in
Accurate km-axis positioning the km-axis in order to allow
of fixed geometry
for proper calculation of
surrounding correction
values.
Title

2.6.2.2

4

Accurate absolute vertical
positioning of fixed geometry

2.7

2

Generation of tamping data

2.7.1

3

Use of measured track
geometry parameters
accurate to shape (D1, D2,
event. D3?)

2.7.2

3

Consideration of absolute
track position on fix-points
/ reference points

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Absolute vertical positioning
of untampable points must
be available in order to
allow for proper calculation
of surrounding correction
values.

Measured track geometry
parameters accurate to
shape have to be used for
the generation of tamping
data
Inclusion of absolute track
position on fix points /
reference points in the
preparing of tamping data

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

ok

agree

Requires accurate
network model
referencing location.

ok

agree. They can
be considered as
fixed points when
considering
absolute track
position.

Requires accurate
network model
referencing location.

ok

ok

Untampable points how would they pick
up catch pits that
would limit ability to
slew the lift - how is
this being picked up
and monitored
Does the recording
vehicle have to have
some sort of ground
penetrating radar to
detect solid
obstructions?
??? Further
explanation
regarding shape
needed, in principle
NR happy with this
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2.7.3

3

Availability of data about
constraints and boundary
conditions

2.7.4

3

Generation of smooth
transitions around fixed
geometry

2.7.5

3

Tool for generation of
tamping data as part of
maintenance planning

2.7.6

3

Generation of tamping data
for different types of
tamping machines from
more generic data type

2.7.7

3

Inclusion of infrastructure
manager in the generation
of tamping data

2.7.8

3

Title

Generation of tamping data
for "Relative option"

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
Information about
constraints due to structures
on track (bridges, level
crossings, platforms etc.),
due to km-discontinuance
or due to catenary have to
be available and considered
during preparation of
tamping data
Tamping data calculation
must consider both the
impossibility of tamping
fixed geometry and the
need to provide smooth
transition through the fixed
points.
Tool for generation of
tamping data has to be
placed in the maintenance
planning tool, situated in the
process between inspection
and tamping maintenance
operation
Tool for generation of
tamping data has to be able
to generate tamping data for
different types of tamping
machines
(Plasser&Theurer, Matisa)
According to DB
regulations, infrastructure
manager decides about
maintenance necessity and
about range of tamping
values and has to be
included in the generation of
tamping data

Measuring train can deliver
chord measurements

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Interface with
catenary a big one
for NR

agree

agree

System 7 and
Stoneblower (?)

Alignment and fit into
the new LEAN
business processes
is critical to success.

agree

agree

Imitate chord
measurements of tamping
machine which are used for
tamping guiding. This
means getting chords
measurements from the
measuring car. Then getting
correction values by using
the ALC (Automatischer Leit
Computer). This is in case
of Plasser & Theurer

This is not needed
if we want to tamp
considering the
absolute track
position. This is
useful in case the
nominal track
position is not
known or when the
calculation of
tamping values
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Level

Title

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

machines.

2.7.8.1

2.7.8.2

4

Calculating correction values
relative option, Plasser &
Theurer machines with ALC

4

Information about track
geometry (designed track
geom.)

2.7.9

3

Calculation for ballasting

2.8

2

Data transfer

2.8.1

3

Reliable, safe and fast data
transfer

2.8.1.1

4

2.8.1.2

4

2.8.1.3

4

2.8.1.4

4

Data transfer between track
recording car and postprocessing step for
positioning
Data transfer from postprocessing step to
inspections data base and to
maintenance planning tool
Tamping data transfer from
office to tamping machine
Data transfer from
maintenance planning tool to
tamping machine

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Correction values can be
made by a smoothing
calculation with ALC
(Automatischer Leit
computer) on data of the
chord measurements made
by the measuring car.

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

cannot be done.

Need to be flexible
about using other
supplier systems look to remove ALC
as a name supplier
Like to understand
more about the
implications of this

Plasser & Theurer
machines have an on- and
off board computer to do
this,. This is the ALC
(Automatischer Leit
computer).
not req. for chord
measurement (imitation of
tamping mach.
measurement)

Linkage with other
data sets such as
PLPR - working with
maintenance
planning tool to
indicate whether
need to drop stone

Tamping data calculation
must provide required
amount of extra ballast

Data transfer between all
process steps has to be
reliable, safe and as fast as
possible

Agree. The
calculations for
ballasting should
be done
simultaneously to
the tamping
calculations, to
plan to have the
ballasting and the
tamping operation
at the same time.

agree

Transport on storage device
to post-processing office

Transport on storage device
ok
to post-processing office

Could be transferred by
data base interfaces

Could be transferred by
data base interfaces

ok

solved, because already
part of the process

solved, because already
part of the process

ok

solved, because already
part of the process

solved, because already
part of the process

ok

To enable strategic
planning (4.2.6) this
is essential.
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2.9

2

2.9.1

3

Title

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Time span between
inspection and
maintenance tamping

Required time span
between inspection and
tamping operation

Time span between
inspection and tamping
operation should be 8
weeks to a maximum of 12
weeks

2.9.2

3

Time between recording
data and tamping

6 weeks taking in account
how fast the track is
deteriorating (and how
severe the irregularity
already is)

2.9.3

3

Time between recording
data and tamping

In Spain: 4 weeks (high
speed)

3

1

3.1

2

ok

For HSL lines
SNCF need a
maximal time span
of 1 week.
For conventional
lines, it depends of
the traffic.
Otherwise the
track geometry
moves too much
between the
inspection and the
tamping, and the
measurement is
no more relevant.

ok

The data recording
should be done
the same day as
the inspection.

ok

If rate of decline in
condition is
recorded/monitored,
does this become
less important? (see
4.2.6)

If rate of decline in
condition is
recorded/monitored,
does this become
less important? (see
4.2.6)
If rate of decline in
condition is
recorded/monitored,
does this become
less important? (see
4.2.6)

Requirements on tamping
machine
Positioning accuracy along
the track

3.1.1

3

Positioning of tamping
machine on start- and end
points of curves during
tamping operation

3.1.1.1.

4

Use of GNSS technology on
tamping machine

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Positioning of tamping
machine on the km-axis
along the track has to be
very accurate, particular on
start- and end points of
curves and on other
compulsory points (with
accuracy about 10 cm or
less)
Need for using of GNSS
technology on tamping
machine should be checked

Starting and finishing
point would need to
positioning
be accurate (as
relatively to fix
stated above)
points?
accuracy to 1/2 bed
would be essential

With curve marks is
possible to achieve this
accuracy

ok

Technology aside,
requirement must be
based on accuracy not solution (GNSS
below)

agree
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Title

3.1.1.2

4

Accuracy positioning GPS on
tamping machine

3.2

2

Processing of inspection
data

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
To find starting point and
synchro-points during
tamping. Accuracy lateral
position in the track <
0,25m.

3

If generation of tamping
data takes place in the
Processing of inspection
maintenance planning tool,
data on tamping machine is
there is no need for
not required
processing data on tamping
machine

3.2.2

3

standardizing the
inspection data file and
enabling the tamping
machine to process them

3.3

2

Need of fix-points
measurement

3.2.1

Measurement of absolute
track position on fix-points
for quality check of
tamping operation

3.3.1

3

3.4

2

3.4.1.

3

4
4.1

1
2

Calibration of equipment
Equipment calibration
(wheel counter, tachometer
etc.)
Business Requirements
Economical advantages

4.1.1

3

Lower costs

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

SNCF reflection

Thales reflection

Use of GPS RTK system on
board. This will make the
system independent of
ok
physical marks in or around
the track

Sceptical about NR
maintenance
planning tools being
capable of doing this
-clarification as to
what is meant by
agree
maintenance
planning tool? Need
to understand what
the maintenance
planning tool would
add in terms of value

All tamping machine can
accept a standardized
inspection data file to
process the inspection data
and compute the tamping
values

added by SNCF.
On-going

Use of absolute track
position on fix-points to
control the tamping data
and to assure the tamping
quality (with known relation
to nominal / designed track
level)

agree. The
tamping machine
should also be
able to measure
the track geometry
for providing
inspection data in
case of gap or
error in the data

Important equipment on
tamping machine has to be
calibrated

ok

The costs of new method
have to be lower than the
costs with pre-alignment
measurement

ok

currently 3 monthly
calibration - should it
be less then that?
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D10.1
GA 730569
Requirements and KPIS
Req. ID
new

Level

4.1.2

3

Title

Less possession time

4.1.3

3

Higher track quality in
"scarce" scenarios

4.2

2

Strategic advantages

4.2.1

3

More safety

4.2.2

3

Better health conditions

4.2.3

3

Documentation of tamping
data

4.2.4

3

Higher quality of tamping

4.2.5

3

Optimization of resources

4.2.6

3

Use of data base for
strategic planning

IMS-WP10-D10.1-DBA-014-02_I

IN2RAIL Requirement
Description
Less possession time will
lead to more operational
time for traffic and to
economic advantages
By optimizing the use of
available resources, more
defects may be corrected,
increasing the general
quality of the track and
minimizing speed
reductions
Less work at night and less
people in track than with the
method with pre-tamp
alignment
Less work at night and less
people in track than with the
method with pre-tamp
alignment
Possibility for
documentation of all
tamping data in one data
base and for better
verification of tamping work
Tamping quality with new
method has to be better or
at least the same as with
the method with pre-tamp
alignment
Less idle time on tamping
machines and workers
assigned to a track segment

Recovered data, properly
stored, will allow heuristic
analysis, defect pattern
detection and prognostics
on track deterioration

Assumptions

TRV reflection

NR reflection

Thales reflection
Maintenance hours
reducing for more
operational traffic.

ok

"Scarce" scenarios assume
that resources are given
(possession time, tamping
machines, personnel) and
insufficient to maintain
perfect track quality

SNCF reflection

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

ok

NR would see this
feeding back into
LADS or an
equivalent system.
Need to have the
historic data in order
to identify trends in
tamping
requirements

To assist in
prioritising works
(rate of degradation
linked to risk)
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